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Tooling
Cutters — Battery Actuated

PATRIOT®

PATCUT245CUAL-18V

BATTERY ACTUATED TOOL

Hydraulic Self-Contained Cutter

The BURNDY® PATCUT245CUAL-18V battery 
powered cutting tool is compact, fast, easy 
to use and incorporates the latest in battery 
tool technology. The ergonomic design allows 
one hand operation so that the other is free to 
manipulate the conductor in the proper cutting 
position. The PATCUT245CUAL-18V incorporates 
a specialized latch style cutting head that allows 
interference-free closure for mid-span cuts. The 
cutter head rotates 180 degrees to allow users to 
get into tight areas easier. The PATCUT245CUAL-
18V is capable of cutting up to 2.45″ diameter 
copper and aluminum cable.

The PATCUT245CUAL-18V operates on industry 
standard 18-volt Ni-MH batteries that eliminate 
voltage depression or “memory” issues. The 
PATCUT245CUAL-18V comes equipped with a 
high impact formed carrying case to hold the tool, 
a tool retention lanyard, a battery charger and two 
batteries. The PATCUT245CUAL-18V is provided 
with a 5-year limited warranty (excluding blades) 
and 1-year on batteries and charger.

Tool Weight: 

Length: 
Width:
Height:  

Operating Voltage: 
Recharge Time: 

Features and Benefits

SPECIFICATIONS

FOR USE ON

For Copper and Aluminum cable only. Do not 
cut steel, ground rod, rebar, or guy wire.

• Battery powered cutting technology
• Advance design high-speed pump 

completes tough cuts faster
• Specialized latch head design
• Ergonomic design allows one hand 

operation
• 180 degree head rotation
• Mechanical ram release (no battery power  

      consumption)
• Operates on 18 volt Ni-MH batteries
• Durable high impact formed carrying case 

14.5 lbs (5.4 kg)
With Battery
18″ (45.7 cm)
3.75″ (9.5 cm)
14.75″ (37.5 cm)
18 V-DC
< 45 mins.

ACCESSORIES

SAFETY LANYARD 
CONNECTION

180◦ HEAD 
ROTATION

PRECISION CUTTING 
BLADES

TRIGGER GUARDERGONOMICALLY 
BALANCED TOOL 
DESIGN

18 VOLT Ni-MH
BATTERY

SPECIALIZED LATCH
HEAD DESIGN

2.45" CUTTING
CAPACITY

•  Carrying Case: Cat# PT10044980

•  Lanyard: Cat# PT208620

•  Battery:
     
    

Cat# BAT18V
(2.6 AH) Hi-capacity

•  Charger:
    120V-AC
    12/24V-DC
     240/250V-AC

Cat# PATCHGR18V
Cat# BCT/PATDCCHGR
Cat# PATCHGR250V

•  Replacement Blades:
Cat# PT10038657
         (Moving Blade)
Cat# PT10040663
         (Fixed Blade)

Up to 2.45″ O.D 
(62.2 mm)

Copper and 
Aluminum Cable :

N-75


